How often does this simple question — “Will my insurance cover that?” — stand between treatment diagnosed and treatment accepted? Five words that mark the great divide between the care patients truly need and deserve and the bare minimum that they often settle for.

Here’s the typical scenario. You present the treatment plan. The patient is eager to proceed. Then the financial coordinator steps in and unveils the price tag. The patient swallows hard and asks the question that she intuitively knows the answer to. “Will my insurance pay for that?” Now what?

Everyone is just looking at each other, not sure how to explain the situation to the patient.

Educate and communicate

Don’t be caught stuttering and stammering through these tricky situations. I recommend you educate and communicate.

First, educate your patients about insurance limitations and other financial options just as you educate them about proper oral health care. Specifically, patients must fully understand that while standards of dental care have improved dramatically in the last 25 years, dental insurance coverage remains virtually unchanged. Most policies have a per calendar year cap that has not been increased in more than two decades — an important detail that patients often aren’t aware of.

Next, communicate. Your financial coordinator should sit down with the patient and review what’s covered in his/her dental plan according to a prepared script (more on this later) in which the situation and options are clearly articulated and the coordinator is well prepared with the answers to those frequently asked patient questions and concerns.

Discuss the calendar year cap, deductibles, co-pays, coverage for preventive care, etc.

Using scripts

For example, “According to the information you provided and additional information I gathered from the insurance company, your employer has purchased a package for you that includes the following benefits and coverage.” Explain those to the patient.

The plan your employer provides offers a small per calendar year balance of $1,000. This will help cover some of the care you need. In addition, your plan includes a deductible and co-payments.” Explain those to the patient.

The greatest benefit of a script is that it is clear how you will respond and you are prepared. Dentist and team can better manage the messages to ensure they are clear and professional. Scripts also are ideal for addressing patient financial issues. When insurance plans fall short, as they often do, scripts help staff to clearly educate patients on treatment financing options that can bridge the financial divide.

For example, your financial coordinator might script this approach: “Mrs. Patient, we offer four convenient payment options to help you obtain the care you need. The first is a patient financing program offered through CareCredit. It allows...”
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Script the ‘routine’

Scripts are tremendously helpful with insurance and treatment financing discussions, but they also make a huge difference in how staff handles those seemingly “routine” conversations.

They can curb no-shows and cancellations, boost patient retention and improve cash flow. Consider the schedule: one simple question can have a huge impact on whether you reach or fall short of production goals.

In many practices, the scheduling coordinator is charged with making sure patients are in the chair at the appointed time. Unfortunately, the individual is often left to figure out how to accomplish this by trial and error.

Here’s the typical scenario: Scheduling Coordinator Jane confirms appointments every day. She finds the process frustrating because it seems that more patients cancel or reschedule than actually confirm.

The problem is Jane’s approach, which usually goes something like this: “Good Morning, Mrs. Madison. This is Jane from Dr. Krager’s office. I was just checking to see if you’ll be in for your appointment on Thursday.”

Mrs. Madison responds with “No, I need to cancel that. I will call back to reschedule.” Jane wraps up the call with, “Thank you for letting me know,” and promptly goes on to the next person on the list.

However, if Jane had a script, she would know how to phrase the confirmation call so as not to encourage a cancellation. She would be prepared with communication techniques that emphasize the importance of keeping appointments.

She would be ready to politely encourage and redirect the patient to minimize the negative impact on practice production. However, even though effective communication is critical to Jane’s job, without a script she doesn’t have the necessary tools to ensure that she can succeed.

Staff acceptance of scripts

While the justification for scripts is obvious, the concept can be difficult for staff to accept.

Say the word “script” to the dental team you may well be greeted with a chorus of groans and “you must be kidding, right?” Somewhere along the way, the idea of the script became taboo.

The typical responses to the mere suggestion of scripting is, “We’ll sound ‘canned’; it won’t sound natural; what if I mess up my ‘lines’?” Scripts are often mistakenly viewed as barriers to natural conversation when, in reality, they are tools for effective discussion that build patient relationships and keep systems on track.

Scripts ensure that when it comes to day-to-day patient communication, everyone is on the same page and conveying the same messages.

For example, when new patients call the practice a script helps the team ensure that no matter who takes the call, he/she is prepared to gather necessary information.

When it comes to collections, a script enables even those most reticent to request payment from patients to do so more effectively.

The schedule has fewer gaping holes because team members understand how to consistently reinforce the value of care in day-to-day discussions with patients.

Patient retention is strong because team members know how to effectively communicate with patients whose payments are past due, with those who have unscheduled treatment and with those who have failed to cancel their appointments. They know what to say, how to say it and when to say it because they are prepared.

They aren’t in a situation in which they have to think on their feet, but the communication is as natural and comfortable as it would be if they were chatting with the patient over coffee.
To retire or not to retire?

By Stephen Safran, DDS

I am a 1965 graduate of NYU College of Dentistry, and I practiced until 2000. I was 58 at the time and was somehow bent on retiring in my late or middle 50s when most people thought that way.

Social security was available at age 62 then, and the average age men lived to was 66. My dad died at that age and so did most of my friends’ fathers. ‘Thus, I figured I could have a good 10 years to live the “really good life.” Boy has that changed.

‘Dad loves his work’

I was one of the few dentists I knew who really loved his profession. The reason I retired in 2000 was my wife had suffered from breast cancer for 15 years and I wanted to take her places and be with her full-time until her death, which was in 2003.

After her death, I had sufficient funds to live without working, but I had not really considered what I would do when I was alone and had so much free time on my hands.

For two years I was a hermit. I lost 25 percent of my body weight during those years and did not answer the telephone. Truthfully, I have little memory of those years.

Eventually, my dear brother and a lifelong friend convinced me to renew my dental license, go on JDate (an online Jewish dating service) and get back into the real world.

It was not easy, but I managed to shed my hermit life. I met a woman with whom I have become a partner in life. Although this new relationship can never be what a 50-year relationship was that began at the age of 16, it is good to have a romantic partner back in my life.

The result of renewing my dental license has translated into practicing the past two years as a dental consultant for two 600-bed nursing home facilities. This work has given me a raison d’être, and the ability to practice in a stress-free environment that also provides an income.

Do you ‘have to’ retire?

The answer to that question is, of course, no you don’t have to retire. If you truly enjoy dentistry but do not want as much stress in your life, I highly recommend you rethink the decision to retire completely from dentistry. Besides, why should you give up something you truly enjoy?

Personally, I used to have very little respect for any physician or dentist who worked in a nursing home. In my narrow view, I felt these practitioners were incapable of making a good living in private practice so that is why they must be working in a nursing home (don’t throw the tomatoes at me just yet please).

In this narrow view, those who worked in nursing homes were lumped into a heap along with instructors at dental schools.

I presumed these men and women also could not have a successful practice and likely worked at their practice only a day or two per week until they could build up referrals to do it full time (please, hold off on those tomatoes a little longer).

Maybe my narrow views are true for a few people, but now that I am looking at this picture from the other side of the fence, I can see how wrong I was to think the way I did.

By working as dental consultant I have not given up on all the skills I acquired through a lifetime of private practice: surgery, prosthetics, diagnosing and relating to others.

Instead, in my new position I also have the ability to respond to patients cordially, yet effectively, in every conversation from the most mundane to the most important. I certainly enjoy it.

Practice those scripts

The best scripts use words, phrases and questions that prompt patients to respond the way you want them to respond.

Those who are able to use scripts most effectively understand the message they need to convey. They know the information and material thoroughly and are able to adapt the scripts so they come across naturally.

What’s more, those teams that use scripts to their full advantage practice, practice, practice and regularly engage in role-playing.

Role-playing is essential in helping staff with average communication skills raise their level of performance. In addition, it enables the team to determine how to best phrase questions and determine the most appropriate sequence for statements and questions.

For example, you would carefully script where you place questions involving insurance or statements regarding the financial policy so as not to send unintended messages to patients.

What’s more, role-playing enables the team to pay close attention to their tone and how their words come across to others.

Are they perceived as being warm and caring yet still assertive?

Do they come across as timid and easily flustered or manipulated?

Alternatively, might they come across as abrupt and cold?

Listening to responses and coaching each other on how to improve those responses ensures that team members are well prepared to handle routine patient communication as well as the occasional difficult exchange.

Moreover, it enables the dentist to hear how staff would react in specific situations and to redirect that approach if it is inconsistent with practice protocol or policies.

Scripting and role-playing empower the team to respond cordially, yet effectively, in every conversation from the most mundane to the most important.

Sally Mckenzie is CEO of Mckenzie Management, which provides success-proven management solutions to dental practitioners nationwide. She is also editor of The Dentist’s Network Newsletter at www.thedentistnetwork.net; the e-Management Newsletter from www.mckenzienetgsm.com; and The New Dentist™ magazine, www.thenewdentist.net. She can be reached at (877) 777-6151 or sal@mckenzienetgsm.com.
California as a model for regulated medical waste disposal

By Burton J. Kunik, DDS, Sharps Compliance Corporation

California ranks first in the United States for the number of dental services provided. A survey released in 2009 by the UCLA Center for Health Policy Research showed that the state has more than 51,000 licensed dentists, or approximately 14 percent of the nationwide total. In addition to its size, the dental community in California has another distinction — compliance requirements with some of the most comprehensive state laws in the country regulating medical waste disposal.

Regulatory policy in California is often a model for other states, and increasing nationwide concern over the environmental implications of medical waste disposal suggests that dental professionals should be familiar with California requirements and solutions.

California provisions

All dentists realize that their practices deal in materials and tools that must be properly managed for staff and patient safety, but too many do not understand the dental office specifics of regulated materials.

Treatment byproducts such as used gloves, masks, gowns, patient bibs, lightly soiled gauze or cotton rolls and plastic barriers are actually not regulated medical waste. Treatment byproducts can be placed on the wall.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, only 1 to 2 percent of dental office waste is actually regulated medical waste, with needles and other medical sharps composing the bulk of that material. Regulated medical waste is defined by the California Division of Occupational Safety & Health (Cal/OSHA) as:

- liquid or semi-liquid blood or other potentially infectious materials (OPIM), such as bloody saliva;
- contaminated items that would release blood or OPIM in a liquid or semi-liquid state if handled or compressed;
- items that are caked with dried blood or OPIM and are capable of releasing these materials during handling;
- pathological and microbiological waste containing blood or OPIM;
- contaminated sharps;
- waste regulated by the California Health and Safety Code that includes pharmaceuticals that are not hazardous.

Disposal issues

In California, as in other states, many dental offices pay for standard monthly or quarterly collection of regulated medical waste by medical waste pickup services. However, this is generally expensive because dental offices generate minimal medical waste, and it is disruptive when pickups are missed or the collection process interrupts office workflow. For a small office, this is just not cost-effective.

Effective option

Disposal by mail is an alternative disposal option that can save the dental money and free up staff for patient care.

Disposal by mail systems include a sharps container specially designed to be mailed through the U.S. Postal Service and a pre-paid return-by-mail package. All costs of the container, packaging, return postage, destruction and documentation are included in one purchase price. Systems are ordered on an as-needed basis without required contracts. Once filled, they are simply handed to the postal carrier. Proof of destruction is available through an online manifest-tracking program.

Various sizes of disposal by mail systems are available. Included sharps containers can be placed on a counter or mounted and locked on the wall.

There are even disposal by mail options allowing dentists to use their own current sharps containers.

Besides the cost savings of the disposal by mail, there are no calls for pickups, no interruptions during patient care, no monthly fees, no contracts, no keeping up with waste manifests because they are maintained online and no extra costs beyond the basic system components.

The requirements for adherence to the California Medical Waste Management Act waste segregation and storage limits are easily met with the disposal by mail systems, eliminating unnecessary pickups, often required by some medical waste disposal services.

Disposal by mail is also extremely safe and can reduce liability and the risk of non-compliance often encountered by using other methods of medical waste management such as encapsulation (which must also disinfect the waste). It is important to note that disposal by mail companies, like all other forms of regulated medical waste disposal, must be approved by the state.

Disposal by mail is an effective solution in any state, no matter what the regulatory requirements.

Contact information

Former dentist Burton J. Kunik, DDS, is chairman and CEO of Sharp Compliance Corp., a provider of cost-effective disposal solutions for medical and pharmaceutical waste generated outside the hospital setting, www.sharpsinc.com. Kunik can be reached at (713) 452-0500 or bkunik@sharpsinc.com.
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California as a model for regulated medical waste disposal

‘Only 1 to 2 percent of dental office waste is actually regulated medical waste, and sharps are the bulk of that material.’
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